Introduction
SMILES, Superconducting Submillimeter-Wave Limb Emission Sounder, is a highly sensitive spectrometric radiometer to observe stratospheric ozone layer in the 640-GHz band to be aboard the Japanese Experiment Module "Kibo" of the International Space Station (ISS) [1] . To achieve a high spatial resolution, a 400-mm×200-mm elliptical offset Cassegrain antenna with high beam efficiency and low sidelobes is employed [2] . In order to protect the highly sensitive receiver from electromagnetic interference due to the electromagnetic environment around the ISS, the configuration of the quasioptical antenna feed system is fairly complicated, and this makes the requirements for the optical alignment of the components of antenna feed system demanding.
In this paper, we propose an experimental method to evaluate the antenna feed system by a phase retrieval method in which the complex beam pattern is estimated by measuring the amplitude patterns at three different planes in the feed system. Furthermore, the far-field antenna pattern is demonstrated to be estimated from thus retrieved feed beam pattern. Figure 1 shows the configuration of the antenna feed system of SMILES. The antenna feed system is divided into three parts: a cryogenic optics (COPT), an ambient temperature optics (AOPT), and an antenna beam transmission system (TRN) as shown in Fig. 1 . The atmospheric emission received by a 400 mm×200 mm elliptical offset Cassegrain main reflector (MR) is fed to a corrugated horn of a superconductive SIS mixer installed in a 4-K cryostat through a quasioptical beam transmission system consisting of COPT, AOPT, and the antenna beam transmission system with four mirrors (#1 to #4) and subreflector (SR). In this beam transmission system, the quasioptical beam is once converted to a waveguide mode at a oversized profiled corrugated waveguide dubbed as back-to back horn (BBH) at the interface between the AOPT and the mirror #4. By setting the cutoff frequency of BBH at around 30 GHz, we can protect the highly sensitive receiver against harmful microwave electromagnetic interferences in ISS.
Configuration of Antenna Feed System of SMILES
Since BBH is an oversized corrugated horn at the 640-GHz band, its output beam pattern should be sensitive to the alignment of the beam at the input of BBH, and therefore the far-field pattern and the beam efficiency of the antenna system might be affected by this alignment. In this paper, we apply a phase retrieval method to measure the output beam pattern at the output of BBH, and demonstrate that the result of this measurement can be used to correct the beam alignment of the feed system.
Triplane Phase Retrieval Method
In the submillimeter-wave region where precise phase measurements are demanding, phase retrieval method in which complex beam pattern is estimated only from amplitude measurements is useful to analyze quasioptical beams or near-field antenna patterns [3] - [5] . In this paper, we used the triplane phase retrieval method in which the algorithm proposed by Gerchberg and Saxton [6] is extended to be applicable to data measured at three different planes in the near-field range.
In the triplane phase retrieval method, amplitude patterns measured at three planes Z 1 , Z 2 , and Z 3 differing in their distances from the antenna-side aperture of BBH are used. The phase pattern of the beam is retrieved with the following algorithm. From the measured amplitude pattern on the plane Z 1 with an initial guess of phase distribution, e.g. an uniform distribution, we can obtain the wavenumber spectrum of the beam by applying the Fourier transform, from which we can estimate the complex amplitude pattern on the second plane Z 2 through the inverse Fourier transform. The amplitude pattern of the estimated complex pattern on Z 2 is replaced with the measured one to update the guess for the complex beam pattern on the Z 2 plane keeping the phase pattern as estimated. The phase pattern on Z 3 is similarly estimated from the estimated pattern on Z 2 . Then, the guess of the phase pattern on Z 1 is updated similarly from the complex beam pattern on Z 3 . The process is repeated iteratively until the error between the measured and retrieved amplitude pattern reduces converges to some prescribed criteria.
Phase Retrieval of the Beam Pattern of SMILES Antenna Feed System
In order to estimate the phase pattern of beam of the SMILES antenna feed system, we applied the triplane phase retrieval algorithm to the amplitude patterns measured on three planes Z 1 (z 1 = 188 mm), Z 2 (z 2 = 238 mm), and Z 3 (z 3 =288 mm) differing in their distances z i from the antenna side aperture of BBH. Each amplitude patterns was measured by scanning an open-ended waveguide probe with a planer scanner over a 68 mm× 68 mm area with a sampling interval of 1.7 mm. Figure 2(a) shows the amplitude pattern measured on the Z 3 plane. Figures 2(b) and (c) are the amplitude and phase patterns estimated by the triplane phase retrieval method. In order to reduce the effect of undesired multipath reflection and measurement noise, we applied a windowing in the wavenumber space to filter out the plane-wave components with transversal-wavenumbers larger then 1.3 mm −1 . In the present case, the phase retrieval process converged within several hundred cycles of the iteration loop.
Figures 3(a) and (b) show the amplitude and phase patterns, respectively, of the beam at the antenna size aperture of BBH estimated by propagating the phase retrieved complex beam. We can confirm that the phase retrieval method is successfully applied to estimate the antenna feed beam pattern by the fact that the estimated amplitude pattern is confined within the BBH aperture area denoted by a red circle. The phase pattern estimated at the BBH aperture shown in Fig. 3 (b) also suggests that the phase front of the beam at the BBH aperture is slightly tilted with respect to the aperture plane. The tilt angle of the beam axis relative to the mechanical axis of BBH is estimated to be about 0.96 • .
Correction of the Beam Alignment
Since the tilt of the beam at the antenna side aperture of BBH is considered to be attributable mainly to the mechanical misalignment of the optical axis at the interface plane between COPT and AOPT, we inserted a dielectric wedge, a quartz wedge with antireflection Teflon coating on both sides [7] , at this interface plane so as to deflect the beam axis slightly to correct the beam axis misalignment according to the phase retrieval result. Figure 4 (a) and (b) show the amplitude and phase pattern at the antenna side aperture of BBH estimated by the triplane phase retrieval after the alignment correction. From Fig. 4 , it is found that the tilt of the phase front is reduced to less than 0.05 • after the alignment correction.
Estimation of Far-field Pattern of the Antenna
From the estimated complex beam pattern at the antenna side output of BBH, we calculated the farfield radiation pattern of the SMILES antenna by applying the physical optics method [8] to the antenna beam transmission system and the offset Cassegrain sub-and main-reflectors. In Figure 5 , the far-field radiation patterns estimated before and after the alignment correction with the designed pattern. shape of the main beam becomes closer to the designed pattern and the level of the sidelobes are reduced by applying alignment correction based on the phase retrieval measurement of antenna feed system.
Conclusion
The triplane phase retrieval method is applied to estimate the complex beam pattern of the submillimeter-wave antenna feed system of SMILES. As a result of the phase retrieval, the alignment of the antenna feed system can be precisely evaluated from the retrieved beam pattern. Further more, it is demonstrated that the retrieved beam pattern of the feed system can be used to estimate the far-field pattern of the antenna system.
